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Under New Management:
Are Charter Schools
Making the Most of New
Governance Options?
Joanna Smith, Priscilla Wohlstetter, and Dominic J. Brewer

The charter school concept is a double-barreled attempt at school governance reform.

It places decisionmaking power and responsibility at the school site. At the same time,
it broadens the representation of individuals making those decisions. Champions

of the charter school movement argue that if policymakers want to see real change

in public schools, the system will need to be successful at attracting new individuals

and organizations into educational leadership, empowering them with true site-based

decisionmaking, and allowing them to apply their new and non-traditional perspectives
so as to foster innovation in governance—and ultimately, improve school performance.

Most charter

As unexciting as the topic of governance may be to non-specialists, it is far from a trivial

schools fail for non-

issue. Most charter schools fail for non-academic reasons such as operational mismanagement and financial difficulties.1 Creating an effective organizational structure is

academic reasons

critical to charter schools’ survival and success.

such as operational

Establishing such a structure is no easy task. Charter leaders must figure out how to

mismanagement and

engage stakeholders in support of the school, how to involve teachers in decisionmaking,
and how to involve community groups. The list of people to be consulted and brought
on board is long.

Today, more than 15 years since the first charter school law was passed, several key

questions remain. Have those who started charter schools taken advantage of their relative freedom to involve people and organizations in new and more productive ways?

f inancial diff iculties.
Creating an effective
organizational
structure is critical to
charter schools’ survival
and success.
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What challenges are presented by innovative governance arrangements? What have

charter leaders learned about overcoming those challenges? Perhaps most complicated
of all: Is placing decisionmaking power at the school site fundamentally at odds with
attempts to empower teachers, community organizations, and charter school boards?
This essay examines those questions. It addresses three main areas of charter gover-

nance: teacher involvement, community partnerships, and charter boards. The analysis
draws on early findings from a study by the National Resource Center on Charter

School Finance and Governance (NRC), with which the three authors are associated.2
The NRC’s research to date has included a review of all state charter laws and inter-

views with two charter school policy experts in each state. What seems clear from this
research is the following:

•• charter schools have produced some notable innovations in governance, especially
Charter schools offered
the prospect of involving
teachers in governance
in new ways, departing
from the traditional
industrial-style
union model in which
educators and school
boards were separate
entities pitted against
each other.

in the areas of teacher empowerment, community partnerships, and formal board
operations;

•• despite these pockets of innovation, the movement as a whole employs fairly traditional governance models; and

•• charter movement leaders and funders should encourage more experimentation
and work to connect different governance practices to outcomes.

Empowering Teachers: From Increa sed Decisionmaking
to Teacher Cooper atives
In 1988, Albert Shanker, President of the American Federation of Teachers, was one

of the first to introduce the notion of charter schools to the nation.3 He saw the cre-

ation of charter schools as a way to improve education for all students, and anticipated

that the schools would be created by groups of teachers (or parents with teachers) who
wanted to develop new curricula or teaching strategies to improve student learning.

Charter schools, in this conception, offered the prospect of involving teachers in governance in new ways, departing from the traditional industrial-style union model in
which educators and school boards were separate entities pitted against each other.

However, since charter schools would also be direct employers of teachers—in contrast

to hiring through a district’s central office—a tension existed in the concept at the outset. Teachers would be empowered in charter schools, but they would also be school
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long run, or would the internal contradiction undermine these schools?

There is some evidence that charter schools attract teachers who are more interested

in participating in decisionmaking than those in traditional public schools. Although

charter school teachers are much less likely to receive tenure, and some report working
longer hours,4 scholars exploring motivation for working in charter schools generally
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employees. How would that tension work itself out? Could it be maintained in the

find that teachers value greater professional autonomy, the opportunity to work with

like-minded peers, an educational mission that matches personal philosophy, and commitment to education reform.5 Still, greater participation in day-to-day decisionmak-

ing at a school site is a far cry from Shanker’s original vision of charters as a creation

of independent teachers. Moreover, as even Shanker himself understood, it is not clear
how many teachers want full management responsibility.

Some models of what Shanker had in mind do exist. There are a handful of teacher-

operated charter schools, in which groups of teachers hold the charter. They typically
operate as a “professional practice” or as a formal worker cooperative. For example,

in the 2006–2007 school year, 28 charter schools in eight states were affiliated with

EdVisions, a cooperative established in Minnesota in 1992 with a mission to “create

and sustain small, project-based, teacher-led, democratic schools.”6 These teacher-run

schools minimize the traditional dichotomy between management and labor. It is not
clear why more charter schools have not adopted a similar model. It may suggest that
many teachers do not want the additional responsibility of making management deci-

sions, time that could be otherwise spent on the core tasks of instruction, including curriculum planning, teaching, and assessment.

The reality is that in most charter schools it is more common for teachers to be treated

as school employees. In most cases, for example, school management sets teachers’ pay.
This empowers management and makes it possible for school leaders to assemble likeminded teaching staffs and reward performance and loyalty. The theoretical scenario
of empowered teachers has not always translated into practice; some teachers report

they are treated no differently, and are given no greater power, than in traditional public
schools.

Charters, therefore, seem to face an ongoing challenge of learning how to manage

personnel issues in ways that empower both management and teachers. Lessons from

decades of research on various types of site-based managed schools are fairly clear; they

The prospect of
charter schools being a
signif icant vehicle for
teacher empowerment
remains, but it is a
long way from being
realized.
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suggest that, in the long run, charters that value teachers and involve them in decisions
will probably do better than schools that keep a sharp line between labor and management.7

In addition to the continuing interest in the concept of teacher-operated charter

schools, teachers unions have played a founding role in a few charters. For example,

in 2005 the United Federation of Teachers (the New York local from which Shanker
launched his career in labor politics) sponsored two charter schools in Brooklyn.

Recently, the Los Angeles-based charter management organization, Green Dot Public
Schools, the only non-district public school operator in California that has unionized
teachers, announced an agreement with the United Federation of Teachers to open a
charter school in the South Bronx.8

However, despite these pockets of innovation and teacher empowerment, many char-

ter schools do not involve teachers in decisionmaking. The prospect of charter schools

being a significant vehicle for teacher empowerment remains, but it is a long way from
being realized.

Empowering Outside Organizations: The Role of PublicPrivate Partnerships

Partnerships with
public, nonprof it,
and for-prof it
organizations provide
charter schools with a
host of organizational,
political, and f inancial
resources.

Permissive state laws and pervasive operational challenges have led many charter schools
to pursue partnerships with public, nonprofit, and for-profit organizations.9 Such partnerships provide charter schools with a host of organizational, political, and financial

resources. At the same time, partner organizations gain access to educational decisionmaking and school governance. In some cases, members of the partner organization

participate on the charter school board; in other cases, they provide or supplement the

curriculum that forms the focus of the school. For example, partnerships with museums
offer resources that can become integrated into a charter school’s curriculum.

Despite the benefits to both the charter school and the partnering organization, there

are barriers that prohibit some partnerships from forming. Time, human resources, and
costs can be an issue, but beyond that many charter school laws prohibit certain types

of organizations from serving as partners, most notably sectarian organizations and forprofit organizations.10 Separation of church and state is a fundamental characteristic

of public policy in this country. Without eroding that principle, many resource-starved
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facilities by partnering with a religious institution. Restricting the types of partners eli-

gible to offer space to a charter school sometimes forces schools to spend a high portion
of their operating budgets on facilities, or to “make do” in inadequate facilities.

While charter school laws often prevent for-profit organizations from applying to open
a charter school, a host of educational management organizations (EMOs, generally
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charter schools alleviate the high costs of renting, renovating, or purchasing their own

for-profit entities that may also manage public schools under contract) and a handful of
charter management organizations (CMOs, typically nonprofits that focus exclusively
on charter schools) have formed partnerships with charter schools to handle every-

thing from what and how students are taught, to “back office” tasks and whole-school
management. These partnerships have proven beneficial in many cases, but can result

in “turf wars” between charter school leaders and the management organization (MO).
Some school leaders claim their MOs needlessly centralize decisions and make them

functionaries. On the flip side, some MOs claim they cannot find charter leaders who
will implement the organization’s program as it was designed. State-level administra-

tors also note a tension between MOs intent on setting policy and charter school boards
fulfilling that role according to the charter. The question remains as to how the organi-

zational and support advantages of MOs can be obtained without sacrificing the advantages of local site decisionmaking.

Thus, while charter schools have gained significant experience with partnering over the
past decade, tensions remain between management at the school site and management

organizations. Working toward a solution, perhaps a legal framework or memorandum
of understanding that would delineate a division of responsibilities, is worth the invest-

ment since partnering is an important mechanism through which many charter schools
alleviate resource shortages.

Charter School Board Participation: One Vehicle to
Empower Diverse Stakeholders
In all but a handful of states, charter schools are required to be governed by a board

of directors. Such boards have a number of legal requirements, which vary by state.

Common requirements include a board that is representative of the community and

provides oversight of operations. In addition, boards typically hire and fire some staff,
help raise funds, and generally promote the mission of the school.

While charter schools
have gained signif icant
experience with
partnering over the past
decade, tensions remain
between management
at the school site
and management
organizations.
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Unlike school district board elections, which typically attract very low voter participa-

tion and a great deal of rancorous special interest politics, the establishment of charter
boards offers the opportunity of incorporating diverse stakeholders in a position of

formal decisionmaking authority. In principle, charters encourage parents and other

community members to be involved in the governance of their schools, thereby enhancing democratic participation in schooling. In some states, parental involvement on the
charter governing board or other decisionmaking body is a requirement.11

Some states also require teacher representatives on the school’s governing board. For
example, Minnesota’s charter law requires licensed teachers to constitute a major-

ity of the school board by the end of the third year of operation. “Approximately 350

Minnesota charter school teachers are now serving on charter school boards and over
one half of the boards have a teacher majority.”12 On the other hand, some states

restrict teachers from serving on the school’s governing board, citing a potential conflict
In principle, charters
encourage parents
and other community
members to be involved
in the governance of
their schools, thereby
enhancing democratic
participation in
schooling.

of interest in having teachers set policy that affects the conditions of their own employment. In a few states, the legality of teachers serving on charter school boards is being
challenged in the courts.13

Despite these challenges, charter school boards provide an opportunity to involve new

stakeholders in the decisionmaking process. However, stories of malfunctioning boards
are common. According to one study, “Many charter schools report serious difficul-

ties in creating and operating good working boards. Tensions among board directors,
conflict between board and staff, and non-functioning boards are among the prob-

lems that have plagued charter schools in many places.”14 Hill and Lake write that

“many [boards] have become sources of instability and disruption,” 15 implying that the
requirement to have a board is unhelpful given that schools are already accountable to

an authorizing board and to parents who can transfer their children to another school.
Needless to say, difficulties with school boards are not unique to charter schools.

Indeed there is a longstanding literature that has documented the difficulty of operat-

ing any organization through a board, be it corporate, nonprofit, or membership based.
Traditional district school boards have often found it difficult to recruit talented individuals to serve on them, and have a hard time staying focused on high-level policy

decisions rather than day-to-day management.16 Many charter schools, particularly new

start-ups, are focused on a core mission that drives the school.17 While the mission can
serve as a clear organizing principle, it can get diluted as board members are recruited
and the founders move on. The practical problems involved with identifying and
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and development, and setting a structure for decisionmaking are never-ending and complex. Initially, charter schools frequently operate in a chaotic atmosphere of enthusiastic
zeal coupled with the grinding day-to-day realities of securing funding and facilities,

hiring staff, and recruiting students. Establishing the conditions under which a charter
school board can function effectively may not be a priority.
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recruiting board members, delineating their roles and responsibilities, providing training

One solution to these challenges has been to offer board training. In some cases, states
have mandated board training as part of the charter contract, or have made training a

condition tied to grant funds.18 More commonly, states offer elective fee-based or free

board training. This is sometimes run by the department of education charter school

office, or by a state resource center. In, New York, for example, a charter school support
organization provides “training for [charter] school leaders on governance, from the

beginning of their planning. As they get closer to opening after they’re authorized, we
do more training. And we host a quarterly forum of board chairs … as a way for us to
communicate to board chairs.”19

Although training can help boards function more effectively, one unanswered question

is whether the advantages of school-site decisionmaking power are lost by the effort to
empower diverse stakeholders through board participation. Real conflicts of interest

persist, for example, between school managers, who under obligations of their charter

contract must focus on the school’s performance, and others who have totally different
agendas, such as parents whose interests may be limited to the few years their children
attend the school. From the United Kingdom, some lessons are available about engi-

neering board membership: In England, the equivalent of charter school board members
are often selected specifically to augment or enrich the school’s expertise. New board

members might be recruited to strengthen areas such as fund-raising, technology, public
relations, or accounting.20 Tracking exemplars of how best to engineer board member-

ship will be crucial to the future development and sustainability of high-quality, effective
boards.

Conclusions

One unanswered
question is whether the
advantages of school site
decisionmaking power
are lost by the effort
to empower diverse

The charter movement has to some extent been fueled by the hopes and dreams of the

parents, teachers, administrators, and community activists who have come to believe that
schools of choice are part of the solution to reforming the nation’s public education sys-

stakeholders through
board participation.
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tem. The movement’s early pioneers believed that charters were an innovation in edu-

cational governance, both because they were authorized by a local agency and operated

by a private party, and because they would also develop models of how teachers, parents,
and external organizations could be productively engaged in the decisionmaking and
operations of schools. These two notions—school-based autonomy and stakeholder

empowerment—need not always conflict, but there seems to be a clear tension between
them that is often played out as the schools mature.

In particular, is placing decisionmaking power at the school site consistent with empowering teachers, outside organizations, and charter school boards? Charters have the

challenge of learning how to manage their human resources in ways that empower both
management and teachers. With outside management organizations in the mix, the

possibility of tension between management at the school site and the CMO or EMO

is introduced. The advantages of school-site decisionmaking power may be lost by the

need to accommodate diverse stakeholders on governing boards. These various tensions
magnify the governance challenges facing charter schools.

More than fifteen years into the charter movement, “hope” undoubtedly remains the

operative word to describe school-level governance. In the areas of teacher empowerMore than f ifteen
years into the charter
movement, “hope”
undoubtedly remains

ment, community partnerships, and formal board operations, progress has been made.

There are pockets of innovation to be sure, but it would be fair to say that there has not
been the widespread innovation some expected, and the status quo is more common in

most charter schools. It may be that this will “naturally” change as charter schools overcome the inevitable complexities that come with starting any new enterprise; as charter
schools mature, they may feel less tentative about innovating. But more can be done

the operative word to

than waiting out this maturation process.

describe school-level

First, the charter school policy community could undoubtedly do more to encourage

governance.

innovation in governance. Existing legislation tends to either mandate particular forms

of governance (such as the requirement for a board) or is silent on the issue. The former
limits the flexibility of charter founders to devise a governance structure best suited to
their needs. The latter provides flexibility but little help in devising or implementing

novel governance structures, nor any mechanism for learning about what has been successful elsewhere.

A more productive approach might be to devise incentives—contractual, financial, or

in-kind resources—that encourage governance experimentation. It would also be pos-
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or teachers, the provision of board training, or the maximal use of community partner-

ships. This approach would be particularly useful if research were to demonstrate that a
particular practice helped the school in terms of stability, accountability, or some other

important attribute associated with good governance. It is probably time in the charter

movement’s development for such incentives to be created. Some serious thought needs
to be applied to the question of what those incentives might look like in policy terms.
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sible to reward certain kinds of policies or programs, such as the involvement of parents

Second, the governance innovation that does exist tends to be spotty and is rarely visible or well known. Although formal and informal networks of charter schools exist,

and organizations that provide technical assistance and professional development have
sprung up, there is relatively little systematic dissemination of promising governance

practices. For good ideas to spread—so that others can benefit from empowering new
stakeholders in the schooling process—more systematic efforts would be helpful.

National organizations are beginning to provide such assistance. In addition, the federal
government through the Office of Innovation and Improvement (OII) is funding the

National Resource Center on Charter School Finance and Governance (2006–2009).
This joint effort of the University of Southern California’s Center on Educational

Governance and two other nonprofit organizations (The Finance Project in Washington,
D.C., and WestEd in San Francisco) will develop and disseminate information, tools,
and technical assistance, helping charter leaders at all levels to take steps to improve
charter school finance and governance.

Additionally, more systematic and rigorous evaluation of innovations in charter school

governance—in terms of their effect on key outcomes, the processes involved, and how
these innovations flourished or foundered—would be extremely helpful. This requires

research sponsors to provide funds for such efforts, in conjunction with deliberate strategies of exploring the value of particular kinds of programs, such as board training and

More systematic and
rigorous evaluation of
innovations in charter
school governance—in
terms of their effect
on key outcomes, the
processes involved,
and how these
innovations flourished
or foundered—would be
extremely helpful.

various ways of involving teachers.

Educational governance generally, and governing boards in particular, are problematic
across both public and private entities. Charter school operators are now at the point

of encountering a reality of organizational life: structure is a necessary but not sufficient
correlate of organizational performance. Governance structures require constant attention and modification. Fortunately, while refining educational governance at the state

or even district level is a daunting task, charter schools, as small laboratories of innova-

Governance structures
require constant
attention and
modif ication.
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tion, can adapt more easily as they grow and mature. While a “one best approach” is

unlikely to present itself, charter schools can learn from the experience of others as they
fine-tune their long-term efforts to provide meaningful learning opportunities for the
students they serve.
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